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• importance of initial conditions:
history matters!

• importance of dynamics: 
fragmentation induced starvation

• importance of geometry:
interpreting line profiles
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Star formation is intrinsically a multi-scale and multi-physics 
problem, where it is difficult to single out individual processes. 
Progress requires a comprehensive theoretical approach.
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• what processes determine the initial mass function (IMF) of stars?

• what are the initial conditions for star cluster formation?
how does cloud structure translate into cluster structure? 

• how do molecular clouds form and evolve?  

• what drives turbulence?

• what triggers / regulates star formation on galactic scales?

• how does star formation depend on metallicity? 
how do the first stars form?

• star formation in extreme environments (galactic center, starburst, etc.),
how does it differ from a more “normal” mode?

selected open questions
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stellar mass fuction
stars seem to follow a universal 
mass function at birth --> IMF

(Kroupa 2002) Orion, NGC 3603, 30 Doradus 
(Zinnecker & Yorke 2007)



stellar masses
• distribution of stellar masses depends on

- turbulent initial conditions 
--> mass spectrum of prestellar cloud cores

- collapse and interaction of prestellar cores
--> accretion and N-body effects

- thermodynamic properties of gas
--> balance between heating and cooling
--> EOS (determines which cores go into collapse)

- (proto) stellar feedback terminates star formation
ionizing radiation, bipolar outflows, winds, SN

(Kroupa 2002)
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(Spitzer: Megeath et al.)

example: model of Orion cloud

Bonnell et al. 2010

„model“ of Orion cloud:
15.000.000 SPH particles,
104 Msun in 10 pc, mass resolution 
0,02 Msun, forms ~2.500 
„stars“ (sink particles)

MASSIVE STARS
- form early in high-density 
  gas clumps (cluster center)
- high accretion rates,   
  maintained for a long time

LOW-MASS STARS
- form later as gas falls into 
  potential well
- high relative velocities
- little subsequent accretion



Dynamics of nascent star cluster

Trajectories of protostars in a nascent dense cluster created by gravoturbulent fragmentation 
(from Klessen & Burkert 2000, ApJS, 128, 287)

in dense clusters protostellar interaction may be come important!



Mass accretion 
rates  vary with 
time and are 
strongly 
influenced by the 
cluster 
environment.

accretion rates in clusters

(Klessen 2001, ApJ, 550, L77;
also Schmeja & Klessen,
2004, A&A, 419, 405)
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ICs of star cluster formation

• key question:

- what is the initial density profile of cluster forming cores? 
how does it compare low-mass cores?

• observers answer:

- very difficult to determine!

‣ most high-mass cores have
some SF inside

‣ infra-red dark clouds 
(IRDCs) are difficult to study

- but: new results 
with Herschel

IRDC observed with Herschel, Peretto et al. (2010) 

Peretto et al.: Mapping IRDCs with Herschel
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Fig. 1. (Left): Two color image of one of the 22 IRDCs analyzed
here. The blue is the 160 µm emission while the red and the
contours show the 250 µm .(Right): Spitzer 8 µm image of the
same IRDC on which we have overlaid the Herschel 250 µm
contours.

In total, Peretto & Fuller (2009) catalogued ⇧ 450 Spitzer
IRDCs in the 2 tiles of the Hi-GAL SDP fields, 75% of these
being in the l = 30⇤ tile. Checking each of these clouds by
eye, we identified 80 to 90% of these IRDCs seen in emission
with Herschel at long wavelengths, confirming that these are real
clouds, not caused by artifacts in the Spitzer 8 µm background.
For this study, we selected a subsample of 22 IRDCs (see Fig. 1),
with sizes ranging from 40⌃⌃to 180⌃⌃,1 all large enough to contain
at least one 500 µm beam (i.e., 36⌃⌃) and with a column density
peak derived from extinction such as Npeak

H2
⌅ 3 ⇥ 1022 cm�2,

which is high enough to clearly stand out of the Hi-GAL data
background. All images were resampled to a common pixel size
of 2⌃⌃. We excluded the W43 region because of its complex back-
ground structure (Bally & et al. 2010). Our selected sample is
clearly biased towards rather large and massive IRDCs.

3. Background emission towards the IRDC

The equation governing the emission I⇥ towards an IRDC in the
optically thin case is:

I⇥ = B⇥(T IRDC
d )

⇣
1 � e�⇤

IRDC
⇥

⌘
+ Iback
⇥ e�⇤

IRDC
⇥ + Ifore

⇥ (1)

= B⇥(T IRDC
d ) ⇥ ⇤IRDC

⇥ + Ibg
⇥ , (2)

where B⇥(T IRDC
d ) is the Planck function at the temperature of

the IRDC averaged along the line of sight, ⇤IRDC
⇥ is the opac-

ity of the IRDC at the corresponding frequency, and Ibg
⇥ is the

combined background and foreground emission, which is ap-
proximately independent of ⇤IRDC

⇥ in the optically thin limit.
Equation 2 shows that to calculate the opacity and temperature
for images at a range of wavelengths, the background emission
Ibg
⇥ at each wavelength needs first to be determined.

The full images show that a significant fraction of the total
flux is from large-scale extended emission (Molinari et al. 2010).
It is important to account for this emission to reliably map the
IRDC emission because fluctuations in this background could
otherwise be interpreted as structure in the IRDC. However

1 These sizes are those derived from the extinction and given in
Peretto & Fuller (2009). The sources are systematically larger in emis-
sion because the Hi-GAL data probes lower column density material.

Reconstructed 160µm background image Original 160µm image 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the original 160 µm image (left) with
the corresponding reconstructed background image (right). The
intensity scale is the same for both images. The reconstructed
background image has been smoothed to 36⌃⌃, the common reso-
lution used in for the SED fitting (cf Sects. 4 and 5). The contour
corresponds to the limit between IRDC and background derived
from the 500 µm data.

defining the background structure is not trivial. Since the cir-
rus noise decreases towards longer wavelengths (Gautier et al.
1992), we used the 500 µm image to define the boundaries of
each IRDC (The 350µm data, which are very similar but have
higherr angular resolution, were also used to confirm the bound-
ary of each IRDC.) The pixel flux distribution at 500 µm toward
IRDCs shows in most cases a well defined peak at low fluxes
and extended tail at larger fluxes corresponding to the IRDC.
The level to separate the background and IRDC was chosen to
be one standard deviation above the peak value, the standard de-
viation being calculated from only those pixels below the peak.
This procedure allows us to identify the pixels in the image as-
sociated with the IRDC, and those pixels containing only back-
ground emission (Fig. 2). This procedure works well, even for
small IRDCs, provided there are su⇥cient pixels to characterize
the background emission.

To take the background fluctuations into account, we recon-
structed at all wavelengths background images by interpolating
the background pixels at the position of the IRDC pixels. After
experimenting with various interpolation methods, we decided
to use an interpolation based on the nearest neighbors. However,
the interpolation method has little impact on the global physi-
cal properties since flux uncertainties are dominated by cirrus
noise at short wavelengths (cf. next paragraph) and calibration
uncertainties at longer wavelengths. In Fig. 2, we show the re-
constructed background images of the IRDC at 160 µm as well
as the original image on the same intensity scale. The most sig-
nificant feature of this background image is the important de-
crease in intensity on the left part of the image (as also seen at
250 µm ; Fig. 1), which is recovered well on the reconstructed
background image.

Uncertainties in these background images are obviously
higher at the center of the IRDCs, where pixels are further away
from a background pixel. To estimate this uncertainty, we com-
puted a two point flux di�erence for all background pixels as a
function of their angular separation, and this at each wavelength
(Fig. 3). As observed for all IRDCs, the uncertainties are much
higher at 160 µm than at 500 µm , justifying our choice of choos-
ing the latter for defining the IRDC boundaries. When the uncer-
tainties computed this way are higher than the 20% calibration
uncertainty, we used them on the flux measurement when per-
forming pixel by pixel SED fitting (cf. Sect. 4).
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different density profiles

• key question:

- what is the initial density profile of cluster forming 
cores? how does it compare low-mass cores?

• theorists answer:

- top hat (Larson Penston)

- Bonnor Ebert (like low-mass cores)

- power law ρ∝r -1 (logotrop)

- power law ρ∝r -3/2 (Krumholz, McKee, etc)

- power law ρ∝r -2 (Shu)

- and many more



different density profiles

• does the density profile matter?
.
.
.

• in comparison to 

- turbulence ...

- radiative feedback ...

- magnetic fields ...

- thermodynamics ...



different density profiles

• address question in simple numerical experiment

• perform extensive parameter study

- different profiles (top hat, BE, r-3/2, r-3)

- different turbulence fields

‣ different realizations

‣ different Mach numbers 

‣ solenoidal turbulence
dilatational turbulence
both modes

- no net rotation, no B-fields 
(at the moment)

Girichids, Federrath, Banerjee, Klessen (2011abc)



Girichids et al. (2011abc)



Girichids et al. (2011abc)

number of 
protostarsICs with flat inner density profile on 

average form more fragments
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number of 
protostarsICs with flat inner density profile on 

average form more fragments

however, the real situation is very complex: 
details of the initial turbulent field matter 



• different density profiles lead to very different 
fragmentation behavior

• fragmentation is strongly suppressed for very 
peaked, power-law profiles

• this is good, because it may explain some of the theoretical 
controversy, we have in the field  

• this is bad, because all current calculations are “wrong” in 
the sense that the formation process of the star-forming 
core is neglected. 

• CONCLUSION: take molecular cloud formation 
into account in theoretical / numerical models!

different density profiles



• distribution of stellar masses depends on

- turbulent initial conditions 
--> mass spectrum of prestellar cloud cores

- collapse and interaction of prestellar cores
--> accretion and N-body effects

- thermodynamic properties of gas
--> balance between heating and cooling
--> EOS (determines which cores go into collapse)

- (proto) stellar feedback terminates star formation
ionizing radiation, bipolar outflows, winds, SN, etc.

(Kroupa 2002)
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line profiles

• key question:

- what can we learn from line profiles about the dynamic 
state of prestellar cores?

- what are the best tracers? 

Smith et al. (2012, ApJ, 750, 64), Smith et al. (2013, ApJ, 771, 24), Chira et al. (in preparation)
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line profiles

• key question:

- what can we learn from line profiles about the dynamic 
state of prestellar cores?

- what are the best tracers? 
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Figure 5. HCN F(2–1) line profiles of Filaments A (top) and B (bottom) at different viewing angles. The central color image of each panel shows the dust density in
the plane in which the sight lines pass through the core. The background gray-scale images show the large-scale (0.4 pc diameter) dust emission map of the filament
when viewed at the labeled angle. The position at which the outer images touch the central image denotes the orientation of the sight line. The line profiles of the
central core at each angle are overplotted on top of the gray-scale image. A colored dot shows how the profile was classified. The line profiles are calculated for a
0.01 pc beam centered directly on the embedded core. In the left-hand panels the rotation angle has a constant value of ! = 0!, and in the right panels the inclination
has a constant value of inc = 90!.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

It is immediately apparent that there is a large degree of
variability among the core line profiles depending on the viewing
angle. Importantly, this is also true of sight lines which pass
through the same material but in the opposite direction. For
example, the HCN lines at inc = 0! and inc = 180! in Filament
A pass through the same gaseous regions but in the opposite
direction, yet the former has a blue asymmetric profile and
the latter a red. Even more striking examples in Filament A are
the phi = 90! and inc = 270! sight lines which do not even share
the same general shape. This variability in the line profiles has
immediate unfortunate implications for the interpretation of the
optically thick line profiles for cores embedded within filaments.
If a simple dynamical model (for instance that of a collapsing
Bonnor–Ebert sphere) were used to predict observational line
profiles, very different interpretations of the dynamical state of

this core would be deduced, purely due to line-of-sight effects. It
is worth stating again that the core in the center of each filament
is the same regardless of viewing angle.

Figure 5 contains sight lines which show the expected blue
asymmetry, but the majority of cases have no clear asymmetry
at all. There are even a few cases that display a red asymmetry. A
red profile is commonly taken as a signature of core expansion,
or oscillation (e.g., Keto et al. 2006) as the reversed velocity
field means that the red portion of the line profile originates
from the higher density part of a spherical core. Table 2 shows
the total number of visible blue and red asymmetries in the HCN
F(2–1) for our three embedded cores. We classify the cores as
blue when there was a clear peak in the blue side of the profile
and a clear lower intensity peak or shoulder in the red. When the
more intense peak was on the red side of the profile, we classify

7

Smith et al. (2012, ApJ, 750, 64), Smith et al. (2013, ApJ, 771, 24), Chira et al. (in preparation)

opt. thick tracer 
HCN F(2-1)

opt. thin tracer 
H2H+ (1-0)

collapsing prestellar core 
embedded in filamentary 
structure 

seen at different viewing 
angles

core A

core B
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The Astrophysical Journal, 750:64 (17pp), 2012 May 1 Smith et al.

Figure 6. HCN F(2–1) line profiles of Filament C at different viewing angles. Same as in Figure 5.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 2
A Summary of the Classification Types Assigned to the HCN F(2–1) Lines

from Filaments A, B, and C using the Line Profile Shapes

Filament Blue Red Ambiguous

A 5/14 4/14 5/14
B 7/14 2/14 5/14
C 3/14 1/14 10/14
Total 15/42 7/42 20/42

36% 17% 47%

Note. Despite the fact that the embedded cores are collapsing, a blue asymmetric
line profile is seen in only 36% of cases.

the core as red. If both peaks were of a similar intensity, two
clear peaks could not be distinguished within the line, or there
was only one clear peak, the line profile is classified as being
ambiguous.

For HCN, under half of the line profiles are blue, with a
total of 35% of the sight lines showing this asymmetry. Of
the remainder, 17% of sight lines show a red asymmetry,
and 48% of cases show no clear asymmetry. For CS, the
interpretation is even more complicated as the resulting line
profile is mainly determined by the dynamics of the filamentary
envelope surrounding the core (since molecular freezeout of
CS onto dust grains leads to very low abundances at the core
center, as shown in Figure 3). Figure 7 shows that the CS line
profiles are as likely to show a red asymmetric profile as a
blue asymmetry and that the majority of the lines are hard to
interpret, particularly in Filaments A and C. Park & Hong (1998)
showed that underlying “clumpiness” within a core can flatten
the resulting line profiles and superpose small velocity features
onto the line where the maximum clump velocities lie. This
complicates the interpretation of the line profile in irregular
density fields, such as those in our models, and in some extreme
cases can even lead to false infall expansion signatures. In our
models. we find only six line profiles which clearly resemble
classical infall or expansion profiles in the CS sample, three
(7%) red and three (7%) blue.

An alternative method of classifying cores is to use the
normalized velocity difference !V between the optically thick

and thin lines (Mardones et al. 1997). This is calculated by the
equation

!V = (Vthick ! Vthin)/!Vthin, (2)

where !Vthin is the FWHM of the optically thin line. We calculate
this value for the isolated HCN hyperfine line and for the
CS(2–1) lines by fitting a Gaussian profile to the N2H+ line
to obtain the line center and FWHM. We then find on which
side of the N2H+ line center the optically thick tracer peaks and
fit a Gaussian to this component to obtain the optically thick
component. Figure 9 shows the results of these calculations.

A negative value of !V is blueshifted and a positive value is
redshifted. An observation is considered to be a detection of true
infall or expansion if |!V | is greater than 5" (!V ). For HCN,
20/42 (48%) of the line profiles are classified as blueshifted
collapse profiles, and 13/42 (31%) of the line profiles are red
expansion profiles. This is slightly higher than in the above
classification by profile shape as some of the profiles previously
classified as ambiguous are now classified as collapsing or
expanding. It is interesting to note in Figure 9 that there is a gap
in the distribution around the zero point. This could be either
due to statistical effects or that our sample is biased as it only
contains dynamical collapsing cores and not any static cores.

The !V distribution for CS(2–1) is very slightly skewed
toward the blue side. For CS, there are 16/42 (38%) profiles
where !V is indicative of collapse and 14/42 (33%) where !V
is indicative of expansion. In addition to the high false positive
rate of red profiles, many of the Gaussian fits to the CS(2–1)
lines are too poor for the core to be classified. As in the case
of the above classification by profile shape, the CS(2–1) line
is a poor indicator of collapse for cores embedded in dense
dynamical filaments. Given these detection statistics, it is clear
that the velocities that the CS traces are largely unrelated to
those within the dense core. Subsequently, we shall focus on the
HCN lines. As such we are taking the optimal case for detecting
a blue asymmetric line profile from a collapsing core.

All of the filaments contain a collapsing core, yet in more
than 50% of cases, in even the most sensitive tracer (HCN),
this collapse does not reveal itself as a blue asymmetry in
the line profile. This leads us to the first conclusion of this

8
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What is the most reliable tracer of core collapse in dense clusters? 5

wrong when only assuming the simple case model of a spherically
collapsing core.

In the case of optically thin tracers, the majority of N2H+ and
H13CO+ line profiles look Gaussian. But as already Fig. 2 (i. e.
Core B) shows there are exceptions whose line profiles are also af-
fected by self-absorption, as are most of the line profiles of 13CO.
Such influences on the line profiles of these species worsen the
Gaussian fitting procedure and the obtained parameters. If the cen-
tral velocities cannot be reliably calculated, this has a significant
impact on the results of the normalised velocity di↵erences �v (see
Equ. (1)).

Many line profiles, of both optically thick and optically thin
tracers, have additional emission features which cannot be ex-
plained solely by the influence of optical thickness. Examples are
shown in the line profiles of Core C in Fig. 2 which consist of two
components. There is a bright component around 0 km s�1 which
belongs to the central regions of the core. The second component at
about �2 km s�1 is weaker and, according to the local density and
velocity distribution, comes from a dense region behind the centre.

3.2 Line Profile Asymmetries

In this section we want to quantify the characterisation of the line
profiles of optically thick species. For this purpose we have already
introduced the normalised velocity di↵erence �v (see Sect. 2.3 and
Equ. 1). Shortly summarised one calculates the di↵erence between
the central velocities of optically thin reference line and the highest
line component of the optically thick tracer. The di↵erence is then
normalised by the FWHM of the optically thin line to reduce the
bias due to di↵erent line widths (Mardones et al. 1997). A negative
value of �v represents a blue asymmetric line profile, and a posi-
tive �v a red asymmetric line profile. We introduce two criteria for
ambiguous line profiles: first that the relative brightness tempera-
ture di↵erence of the peaks in the line profile is smaller than 10%,
and second that the absolute velocity di↵erence is smaller than the
FWHM of the reference line. The first criterion represents line pro-
files where either an observer could not classify the profile clearly,
or where observational di�culties, like noise, might cause prob-
lems (see Sect. 3.3). If either criterion is fulfilled the line profile is
classified as ambiguous and its �v is set to 0.

Following Smith et al. (2012) we start our analysis by using
N2H+ (1-0) as reference lines. The results are given in Table 2 and
plotted in Fig. 3a. Table 2 lists the mean and median �v as well as
the fraction of line profiles in our sample classified as blue, red
asymmetric and ambiguous for each transition of each optically
thick species. Fig. 3a summarises the results. The figure shows the
fraction of blue, red asymmetric and ambiguous line profiles at the
individual transition. The numbers are summed up for all optically
thick tracers. In both, table and figure, we see that in the case of
the (1-0) transitions a huge number, or even the majority in case of
HCO+, of line profiles are not blue asymmetric, but either red asym-
metric or ambiguous. We also see that the fraction of blue asymmet-
ric line profiles increases when going to higher transitions, and the
fraction of red asymmetric line profiles decreases. The number of
ambiguous line profiles is approximately constant. The mean and
median values tend to become more negative at higher transitions.

Considering the whole sample (with all optically thick trac-
ers), the maximal number of blue asymmetric spectra is detected
at the (5-4) transition (78.7%). This is the transition at which the
detection rate is highest HCO+ (83.3%). In the case of HCN the
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Figure 3. Chart bars summarising the results of �v analysis. The graphs give
the fractions of blue, red asymmetric or ambiguous line profiles at each tran-
sitions for all optically thick tracers, cores and sight-lines. The total number
per transition is 108. The optically thin species and transitions which have
been used as references are given in the corresponding captions. With in-
creasing transition the numbers of blue line profiles increase, as the num-
bers of red asymmetric line profiles decreases. The fraction of ambiguous
line profiles is almost constant.
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Figure 3. Chart bars summarising the results of �v analysis. The graphs give
the fractions of blue, red asymmetric or ambiguous line profiles at each tran-
sitions for all optically thick tracers, cores and sight-lines. The total number
per transition is 108. The optically thin species and transitions which have
been used as references are given in the corresponding captions. With in-
creasing transition the numbers of blue line profiles increase, as the num-
bers of red asymmetric line profiles decreases. The fraction of ambiguous
line profiles is almost constant.
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HCN with N2H+ (1-0) 
as reference line  

HCN with N2H+ (3-2) 
as reference line  

HCN with H13CO+ (3-2) 
as reference line  

The “higher” the transition, the better the classification.
BUT: The “higher” the transition, the weaker the signal

CONCLUSION:  The best tracer of our sample is the (4-3) transition of HCN, 
but the (3-2) and (5-4) transitions also okay.
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